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About This Game

Solve puzzles and evade hazards by unlocking abilities as you progress through the levels on your quest to find Ruby. Abilities
include splitting and stretching, smashing through floors and sticking to walls, launching objects or even your other half!

Gumstein: The Awakening is a 2D platform game that focuses on dexterity and puzzle-solving to advance through the levels.
Unlock new abilities as you progress. Each new ability adds a new dimension for solving puzzles and getting through obstacles.
Test your ambidexterity with Gumstein’s split ability as you navigate levels and solve puzzles using both halves (sometimes at

the same time). Depending on the difficulty level you select, Gumstein can be a casual puzzle solving game, or give you an
adrenaline rush as you race to beat the clock on the hardest difficulty of this intense and complex puzzle platform game.
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Title: Gumstein: The Awakening
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PAIN Games
Publisher:
PAIN Games
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel core i5 (or equivalent)

Graphics: On board

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any
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IMPORTANT !!
YOU HAVE TO ACTIVATE THE PRODUCT KEY INGAME BY CLICKING ON ESCAPE, THEN EXTRA AND
"ACTIVATE CODE" THEN TYPE YOUR PRODUCT KEY AND YOU\u00b4LL RECEIVE YOUR UPGRADES. NICE !!!
NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!!
NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!!. another atari game on steam
#Sad. This is a fairly disappointing expansion to a fairly disappointing game. The only good thing I have to say is that it lets the
player use a save file from the original game, so all the♥♥♥♥♥♥I did and leveled up wasn't just a waste of time.
Unfortunately, like Gothic 3's expansion, this takes place outside of the main story, which is depressing, especially considering
how well Gothic 2 nailed it.
The very linear add-on takes place in a massive, unexplored chunk of the map from the main game. It just seems like a tease, to
have it there in the first place, with this expansion being the only way to get to it. However, this significantly smaller area
doesn't give me the stuttering problems I had in the original game, leading me to believe that the engine is just set up to render
most of the playable world simultaneously.
As I mentioned earlier, the player can import a leveled character, but this snaps the already fragile difficulty in half, because by
this point most of the skills are probably maxed out. I kept pausing the game to check whether I was really still playing on the
hardest difficulty because this was such a cakewalk, and on top of all that, there is much better equipment to be had here as
well, making it even easier. I don't think I died even once.
Finally, it's too short. I beat the thing in less than 3 and a half hours, and I did every single quest... not that the expansion has a
lot of quests to begin with, but that just goes to show how utterly lacking in content this $15 is. Thank God I got it on sale, at
least.. Gives a nice overview of the city, but the street view is depressing.
Trees are flat. Cars are flat. Buildings have very ugly textures.
However, the general feel when you are a giant overlooking the city is good. I cannot recommend this game at its current state
for the price of \u20ac15, but if you have a prior relationship with San Francisco, this will have meaning to you.. Really fun,
looking forward to more equipment upgrades and maps. The AI battles are a real challenge!. The gameplay is okay but I can't
recommend the game because it's way too short. You can easily beat it in 30 minutes.
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Well, it's... dumb, and... cute.
Different maps, different weapons and so full of these sweet creatures who want to kill you!
Buy it on sale.. Beautiful game with stunning graphics and a fitting soundtrack. I love the fact that by playing through every
ending you can get that special prize, which is perfect. Sure there were a few typos, like Teodore instead of Theodore and other
little things that you would have to look twice to see, but that is to be expected of a translation and a game of this size. This
game deserves more love and praise.
11/10 I would replay this monthly.. Very good puzzle game :). how i loved this game, it annoyed my house mates in the 1990's
when the volume was high and all they could hear was PIKE MEN READY!!!

i bought it for a trip down memory lane and now i cannot stop humming the siege music

classic game, AI is flawed and castle sieges are a walk in the park, but how i loved this game, i slipped back into this game on
hard with no starting resources and it still rocks.
. Bought the Game because it had fun music in the Trailer and many compared it to Super Hexagon, which i really like.
However, the happy music from the trailer is not in the Game and its not the same kind of challenge as Super Hexagon has to
offer.. An achievement farmer with unique symbols rather than the regular english alphabet, however the various ZUP games
are much easier to play.. Do not I repet DO not buy this♥♥♥♥♥♥!!!!!!
That lags crashing the game all time:((. If you're around your 20's to 30's and you grew up with point and click adventure games
like Monkey Island, a bit of your father showing you Loom, you should love this game. This has some well thought out puzzles,
with some of the crazy inventory that you'd be used to with monkey island.

Some of the puzzles require some mental gymnastics, but most were easy to understand. (That volume increase puzzle was what
stumped me to no end!)

If any of you remember playing the old Discworld games back when they were released, especially Discworld 2 for the
Playstation 1, I felt this was almost reminicent of not only the aesthetic, but some of the music really sent me back to childhood.

It has a a fair amount of suprises, the games design and style are all very lovely to look at, the wizard is very cool. I think the
creator perhaps a little too much fun designing him!

Summary

A really pleasent expierence with a heartfelt story, you can feel the effort that was put in. Hope to see more.. Couch COOP
platformer.

Nothing amazing, but for 5 bucks its not bad.

7/10. I have only had a small taste of the game, however so far it has proven quite fun. It is fast, strategic, and fun. The menu
and gameplay is simple, no need to look at any tutorial. Overall a great game for the price!
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